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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the weeks following the February 14, 2018 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, Los Angeles City Attorney Mike Feuer assembled a Blue Ribbon Panel on School Safety.¹ This Panel was charged with examining, evaluating, and recommending ways to enhance the significant efforts by the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) to keep students safe from violence, particularly gun violence.

This Panel includes experts and leaders from a wide array of fields: education, gun violence prevention, mental health, public safety, business, the faith community, government, and architecture. Over the span of two months, this Panel convened eight town hall meetings—in every Board district of LAUSD—to hear presentations from stakeholders at LAUSD, outside experts, and the public on issues that affect student safety. The Panel discussed access to firearms, student mental health on and off-campus, the reporting and investigation of threats, safety in the neighborhoods surrounding schools, school security procedures, and the design of safe schools, among other issues. In the course of developing recommendations, the Panel received 415 public comments with suggestions to improve school safety. Ultimately, this Panel has developed a set of recommendations calling on the entire community to build upon the many measures already in place at LAUSD—and in the broader Los Angeles community—designed to keep students safe.

This Report begins with an analysis of key school safety issues derived from expert presentations at Panel hearings, academic literature, public testimony and other sources as well as a review of the extensive efforts LAUSD has undertaken to keep students safe. The Report continues with an in-depth discussion of each of the Panel’s recommendations. The final section of the Report discusses resources that might help pay for Panel recommendations that would require additional funding.
SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS

This Report presents 33 recommendations to improve the safety of students at LAUSD. The vast majority of these recommendations reflect the consensus of the full Panel; dissent to any of the recommendations is reflected later in the Report. Below are 10 of the Panel's most significant recommendations:

1. **Establish a New LAUSD School Safety Director.** LAUSD should create the high-level position of School Safety Director to oversee the development, integration, implementation, and evaluation of the various District initiatives related to school safety.

2. **Expedite Compliance with Minimum District Safe Infrastructure Guidelines.** The District should expeditiously ensure that all schools—not just newly constructed or remodeled schools—meet the following key LAUSD design guidelines related to school safety:
   - Ensure a single point of entry for every campus;
   - Install interior-locking devices in all classrooms; and
   - Ensure every classroom has a working two-way intercom and public announcement system.

3. **Stress Safe Gun Storage by Parents.** LAUSD should require parents to attest that any firearms at home are safely stored. In addition, the District, local law enforcement agencies, health agencies, and nonprofits like Women against Gun Violence and Moms Demand Action should collaborate to inform adults of their duty to safely store firearms, including relaying this responsibility in the Student Handbook.

4. **Dramatically Expand School-Based Mental Health Resources.** LAUSD should increase the number of Psychiatric Social Workers assigned to schools, with the ultimate goal of maintaining a full-time PSW on staff at every school.

5. **Ensure an Adult Connection for Every Student.** LAUSD should take measures to ensure that every student has a meaningful connection with an adult on campus.

6. **Create a Unified Law Enforcement Approach to Neighborhood School Safety.** The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), Los Angeles School Police Department (LASPD), other local police agencies and prosecutors should collaborate to share data about neighborhood crime around school sites to identify particularly at-risk schools and develop joint law enforcement strategies.
7. **Update and Consolidate Systems for Reporting Threats of Violence.** LASPD and LAUSD should consolidate their threat reporting efforts in one campaign with multiple mechanisms for reporting and monitoring threats.

8. **Build Comprehensive Safe Passage to School Program.** LAUSD and stakeholders throughout the Los Angeles community should collaborate to dramatically enhance safe passages programs and bring these programs to scale throughout the District.

9. **Develop Age-Appropriate Active Gunfire Response Trainings for Students.** LASPD should work with LAUSD to develop age-appropriate, trauma-informed active gunfire response trainings or discussions for students.

10. **Increase Cross-Jurisdictional Mental Health Collaboration.** LAUSD and stakeholders throughout Los Angeles should expand on existing partnerships to provide mental health services for students—for example, by advocating together for increased state funding and streamlining municipal grant applications.
A WORD ABOUT RESOURCES

This Panel is aware that it will take significant investment from multiple stakeholders throughout Los Angeles to realize these recommendations. LAUSD is the second largest school district in the nation, enrolling more than 640,000 K-12 students in approximately 1100 schools spread out over 720 square miles. California ranks among the lowest in the United States in per-pupil spending, and thus LAUSD struggles with severe resource constraints. However, this Panel—through the coordination of the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office—has already begun building partnerships to direct existing resources toward realizing these school safety recommendations. This Panel will continue to pursue resources to implement the recommendations contained in this Report.

With respect to funding, the Panel recommends that:

• The **business community** should collaborate to develop a large-scale adopt-a-school program;

• The **philanthropic community**—segments of which already are coordinating efforts to fund district priorities—should provide funding for school safety projects;

• LAUSD and its public partners should pursue **federal and state grants** to support school safety efforts;

• LAUSD should pursue **supplemental state funding** to enhance school safety;

• LAUSD should pursue an allocation of already-approved **state bonds for capital improvements** to enhance school safety;

• LAUSD should advocate to include school safety provisions in a **potential 2020 state school bond measure**; and

• LAUSD should include key Panel recommendations on school safety in its planning for a **local parcel tax or other locally-approved funding**.
BACKGROUND ON SCHOOL SAFETY IN THE UNITED STATES AND WITHIN LAUSD

School shootings have become an all-too-frequent occurrence in modern America. From the 2012 shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School that claimed the lives of 20 first-graders to the present, the Gun Violence Archive has counted 251 shootings at K-12 schools in the United States.\(^4\) In that time, over 350 people have been shot; 120 have died.\(^5\)

To make recommendations that could meaningfully improve school safety, this Panel had to understand why school shootings have been able to occur so frequently in the United States. The Panel quickly learned that there is no single “profile” of a school attacker, and relying on demographics alone to predict potential school shooters would likely be both over-inclusive and under-inclusive.\(^6\) Instead, research shows commonalities among school shootings that can inform responsive and preventative measures to increase school safety. Informed by national case studies as well as presentations from experts, the Panel learned that mass shootings are related to a variety of interconnected factors—not only at the school site, but also in surrounding communities. Thus, this Panel broadened its approach to understand how all of these factors affect student safety.

This section highlights six research-based observations regarding school safety. This section additionally discusses the measures currently taken at LAUSD and in the Los Angeles community to address each school safety concern.

**OBSERVATION 1:**

Many school attackers struggle with stressors to their mental or emotional health—stemming from peer victimization, personal loss, and trauma—and cope with these stressors through violence.

Researchers have identified a common theme among case studies of school attacks: In most cases, the perpetrators grappled with stressors to their mental or emotional health and displayed symptoms suggesting they could not cope with these stressors. According to the Secret Service’s and Department of Education’s *Safe Schools Initiative Final Report*, nearly three-quarters of school shooters (71%) felt persecuted or bullied at school.\(^7\) This victimization by peers led perpetrators to feel isolated and marginalized at school prior to the attack.
Further aggravating the sense of peer victimization, nearly all school shooters (98%) experienced or perceived some sort of major personal loss or failure—ranging from loss of social status to loss of a relationship—prior to their attack.\(^8\) In part as a result of these feelings of victimization and personal loss, 81% of school shooters held a specific grievance against someone at the time of the attack, and revenge was a motive for 61% of school shootings.\(^9\)

While many students struggle with stressors to their mental and emotional health, the vast majority do not resort to violence at school. The small number of students who respond to such stressors with violence lack the capacity to cope in healthy ways.\(^9\) School attackers have commonly exhibited “poor control of anger, lack of empathy, and a combined sense of persecution, righteous indignation, and superiority” that made them particularly unable to cope with peer victimization or personal loss.\(^9\) This inability to cope was often apparent prior to a school attack: 78% of school shooters had a history of suicide attempts or suicidal ideation, and 83% of school shooters had shown signs that they were not coping well, such as depression.\(^12\)

Though the majority of students who struggle with mental and emotional health issues do not attack their schools, the majority of school attackers have struggled with mental and emotional health issues. Thus, it is important to understand how stressors can affect youth behavior and development.

**EFFECTS OF TOXIC STRESS ON THE BRAIN**

Many children have undergone deeply upsetting experiences that can threaten healthy brain and behavioral development. In surveys by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, over 20% of adults responded that they had at least one Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE)—experiences indicative of childhood abuse or household dysfunction.\(^15\) National studies have estimated that each year over 10 million children witness physical aggression between their parents and that more than 90% of children witness violence in their community at some point in their childhood.\(^14\) More than one fifth of children live in families with incomes below the federal poverty threshold.\(^8\)

Any of these experiences can cause children to experience “toxic stress,” which changes their brains on a cellular level.\(^6\) When a child experiences “toxic stress,” the child’s stress response stays permanently on high alert—even after the original event has passed and later when there is no apparent threat at all.\(^7\) This causes children’s stress systems to become over-activated at the direct expense of the parts of the brain related to impulse control, reasoning, and learning.\(^8\) In these situations, children’s stress response systems transitions from adaptive, or life-saving, to maladaptive, or health-damaging.\(^15\) Children exposed to toxic stress are thus more likely to experience symptoms of anxiety, depression, and even post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).\(^20\) Additionally, these children are more likely to exhibit negative behaviors in adolescence—including dropping out of school, drug use, attempted suicide—as well as aggressive or violent behavior.\(^21\)

**THOUGH THE MAJORITY OF STUDENTS WHO STRUGGLE WITH MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH ISSUES DO NOT ATTACK THEIR SCHOOLS, THE MAJORITY OF SCHOOL ATTACKERS HAVE STRUGGLED WITH MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH ISSUES.**
PREVALENCE OF MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH STRESSORS AT SCHOOL

Millions of students come to school each day suffering from mental health issues. National studies estimate that up to one in five children in the United States show signs or symptoms of a mental health disorder each year. Over 30% of urban youth show signs or symptoms of PTSD.

While many of these mental health issues originate off-campus, they can be aggravated by dynamics at school. Bullying in schools can contribute to students feeling unsafe and developing mental health issues—and in some cases may lead to violent attempts to respond. One recent national survey has found that approximately 28% of middle school and high school students reported being bullied during the school year. Victims of bullying experience higher than average rates of mental health issues such as anxiety or depression, physical health problems, and social development difficulties such as withdrawal or tendencies toward violence.

Schools can play a vital role in curbing negative dynamics on-campus as well as providing children with access to mental health services. By promoting a positive school climate that engages students in learning and inspires them to feel invested in each other, schools can significantly reduce instances of bullying. Additionally, schools often provide the only source of mental health services that children can access: 75% of children who receive mental services access this care in a school setting. For this reason, the School Social Work Association of America recommends one psychiatric social worker for every 250 students.

Still, nearly 80% of the children who need mental health services do not receive them. It is estimated that in U.S. public schools, there is on average one school mental health professional for every 482 students. Experts have advised that students’ mental health and wellbeing will not be improved unless schools incorporate more school-based mental health personnel.
LAUSD’S RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS’ MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH

Stakeholders at LAUSD report that there is a high need for mental and emotional health services at LAUSD. A recent screening of 8,000 LAUSD students found that 26% are at high risk for traumatic stress. Additionally, of the 48,000 LAUSD students surveyed in 2017, 19% reported that they had been bullied in the past year.

Currently, LAUSD provides four main programs that address student mental and emotional health at its 1100 K-12 schools. First, LAUSD Student Health and Human Services (SHHS) School Mental Health retains psychiatric social workers (PSWs), trained in evidence-based and trauma-informed practices. Individual schools can hire these PSWs part-time or full-time, depending on individual schools' funding priorities given severe budget constraints. For the 2018-19 school year, 245 schools have hired 174 school-based PSWs. Second, in partnership with the Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, 66 PSWs from LAUSD School Mental Health provide services at wellness centers and stand-alone mental health clinics across the District. Third, 53 PSWs provide special education services where students can receive weekly consultations. Fourth, LAUSD School Mental Health trains individual schools to convene threat-assessment teams for students who present an immediate harm to themselves or others. LAUSD School Mental Health also presides over a district-wide team comprising representatives from multiple city and state agencies—including LASPD, DCFS, and the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office—to conduct an in-depth threat assessment for two severe suicidal/homicidal cases each month. In the aggregate, 410 PSWs and administrators at School Mental Health provide services for 640,000 K-12 students at 1100 schools—this amounts to approximately 1 PSW for every 1600 students.

While PSWs are the primary source of mental health services for LAUSD, other personnel also provide services related to mental health. Pupil Services and Attendance Counselors (PSAs) work with students with poor attendance records to address the underlying causes of students’ truancy, often mental or emotional health issues. Student Support Services also provides academic support tutors districtwide as well as PSAs for specific at-risk populations, such as foster youth. Restorative Justice Advisers help school personnel engage in best practices for conflict resolution. Finally, school nurses address a range of student physical and mental health needs. Overall, counting all LAUSD personnel who provide services relating to student mental health—including PSWs—LAUSD maintains 1 such professional for every 500 students. Also helping these professionals provide student mental health services are over 300 undergraduate and graduate students from at least eight universities.

In addition to its student-focused mental health services, LAUSD has undertaken efforts to improve school climate by fostering positive relationship building. LAUSD is currently on track to implement restorative justice initiatives in all K-12 schools by 2020. Restorative justice practices provide relationship-building alternatives to traditional discipline. Since transitioning to restorative justice initiatives, LAUSD’s suspension rate has dropped from 8% to .55%.
In addition to restorative justice trainings, SHHS trains all LAUSD personnel twice annually to incorporate social emotional learning to reduce bullying. However, LAUSD does not require all classrooms to dedicate time to social emotional learning, and thus many classrooms do not. Overall, some teachers have felt that they have received inadequate training in new classroom management and discipline methods.

**OBSERVATION 2:**

Easy access to firearms, especially in the home, gives school attackers the capacity to commit lethal violence.

Even if troubled individuals had thoughts or vague plans to commit violence at school, they could not carry out a school shooting without a firearm. In the vast majority of active shooter case studies, the shooter used a weapon that had been lawfully obtained by its owner. Nearly 70% of student shooters—who as minors cannot purchase a gun—gained access to a lawfully purchased weapon from their home or the home of a relative. Parents may think that children cannot gain access to firearms stored in the home, but studies have shown that parents’ beliefs are mistaken. 87% of children knew where their parents’ firearms were kept, and 60% had handled their parents’ firearms. Easy access to a weapon in the home allows troubled students to act on their violent thoughts. Thus in order to prevent troubled students from gaining access from a weapon, it is important—and, in Los Angeles, legally-required—for adults to store their weapons responsibly.

**NEARLY 70% OF STUDENT SHOOTERS—who as minors cannot purchase a gun—gained access to a lawfully purchased weapon from their home or the home of a relative.**
GUN STORAGE LAWS IN LOS ANGELES AND CALIFORNIA

California law generally prohibits any person from selling, loaning, or giving a firearm to a minor or a handgun to someone below the age of twenty-one. Anyone who furnishes a firearm to a minor or handgun to someone under twenty-one can be punished by imprisonment of up to one year in county jail or subject to a fine of up to $1000.

State and local law also criminalizes unsafe storage of firearms where minors may be present. Under California law, adults can be liable for criminal storage of a firearm when they keep a loaded firearm on their property in a location where they should reasonably know a minor could access the firearm without permission. If a minor does, in fact, gain access to that improperly stored firearm, the adult can be punished by up to three years imprisonment or a $10,000 fine, depending on the damage the minor causes. Even if a minor does not gain access to the firearm, an adult can be liable under state law for negligent storage of a firearm. The Los Angeles Municipal Code additionally imposes misdemeanor liability on any adult who does not keep a handgun (loaded or unloaded) stored in a locked container or disabled by an approved trigger lock. Not only can adults be criminally prosecuted under state or local law, but adults can be civilly liable under state law up to $60,000 if they provide a firearm to a minor or negligently store a firearm and the minor causes damage. However, unsafe storage violations are not firearm prohibiting offenses; thus, an adult convicted of unsafely storing a firearm where minors are present may still lawfully possess a firearm in California.

Efforts to Educate LAUSD Parents About Gun Storage Duties and Enforce Gun Storage Laws

Approximately 20% of adults in California possess a firearm. While gun stores are required to post fliers that set forth safe storage requirements, there are no dedicated resources for educating adults about safe storage of firearms. Currently, LAUSD does not provide information in its student handbook or online about parents’ legal duties to safely store firearms. Because of this, some nonprofit organizations have taken initiative to educate parents about safe firearm storage. Women against Gun Violence (WAGV) offers the TALK Project, a presentation on the risks and benefits of owning a gun in a home with children as well as parents’ legal obligations to store firearms safely. WAGV has received permission from LAUSD to send one-page informational fliers to parents, but school officials have been reluctant to allow TALK Project trainings, citing their possibly upsetting nature or the political issues that might be associated with them. Moms Demand Action (MDA) similarly offers the Be SMART campaign, emphasizing five steps for responsible gun ownership in homes with minors. However, like WAGV, MDA has encountered pushback from schools that object to sending home information on safe storage because this information could be controversial.

In addition to educating adults on safe gun storage laws, law enforcement officials have increasingly held adults accountable for allowing children to gain access to unsafely stored firearms. Since 2013, the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office has collaborated with LAPD and LASPD to criminally prosecute adults who have unlawfully stored firearms in residences where minors are present. Of the dozen criminal gun storage cases the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office has prosecuted since 2017, approximately two-thirds were referred to the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office after a student had made a threat of school violence.
OBSERVATION 3:

In many cases, a third-party knew about a school attacker's plan to some degree, yet felt discouraged from reporting the threat to adults who could investigate.

The majority of school attacks were premeditated. In 81% of school shootings, at least one person, usually a peer, had information that the shooter was considering or planning the school attack—ranging from knowing the shooter’s exact plans to simply knowing that something “bad” was about to happen. Because the vast majority of attackers share their plans with at least one peer, these peers are a crucial source of information to prevent violence. When threats to school have been successfully thwarted, “[t]he most common method [for averting a school attack] was other students coming forward to inform school or police officials.”

Yet, many students do not come forward with information about potential threats because they adhere to "codes of silence," unspoken agreements among students not to “snitch” or “tattle” on each other to adults. Schools can break down codes of silence by creating a culture where students feel comfortable coming forward with information on school threats. Students are more likely to break through codes of silence when a school builds a democratic authority structure—where students feel respected and trust adults to fairly intervene—and when students feel a sense of personal belonging at the school.

CHANNELS FOR REPORTING THREATS TO LAUSD

Tips about potential threats to school safety come to LASPD from members of the public and through partner law enforcement agencies. To field threats from the public, LASPD advertises three 24-hour hotlines: the LASPD Weapons Hotline and two general crimes hotlines run by private organizations that refer tips to law enforcement. Of the three listed hotlines, only the LASPD Weapons Hotline is focused entirely on school safety. These numbers are not featured on LAUSD’s webpages or LAPD’s webpage for “Non-Emergency Crime Reporting & Hotlines.” Because these numbers are not widely advertised, many parents, students, and other members of the LAUSD community are unaware of these channels for reporting threats. However, LAUSD and LASPD have begun a "See Something, Say Something" campaign to destigmatize threat reporting and publicize these hotlines.
LASPD also receives information about threats to schools through the Joint Regional Intelligence Center (JRIC), a partnership between federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies covering Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura counties. JRIC maintains a single tracking log for all school threats received by law enforcement. Every morning, LASPD checks this tracking log to evaluate threats before school starts. Partnering with JRIC allows LASPD to collaborate with partner law enforcement agencies to ensure that all threats have been investigated.

**PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATING THREATS TO LAUSD**

When LASPD receives information about a potential violent threat involving a school or other LAUSD property, LASPD evaluates the specificity and context of the information to weigh the severity, credibility, and viability of the threat. LASPD’s detectives investigate credible threats in real time and have full authority to serve search or arrest warrants. LASPD refers viable criminal cases to the Los Angeles District Attorney as well as City Attorneys within LAUSD’s boundaries to evaluate for potential criminal prosecution. However, because under California law criminal threats must be made with a high level of specificity against an individual or group of individuals—rather than a location—and in unconditional, immediate, and unequivocal terms, not all mass threats against schools themselves that LASPD has referred to prosecutors have resulted in criminal charges being filed.

**OBSERVATION 4:**

*On-campus security procedures can contribute to school safety, but can also detract from school climate.*

Preventative measures—involving mental health, access to firearms, and threat reporting—will not thwart every school shooting. As school shootings became more prevalent and publicized in the 1980s and 1990s, schools began to adopt security measures that “hardened” school campuses. Such measures included retaining armed police officers on campus, incorporating metal detector searches, and other similar measures. Empirical research on the effectiveness of such measures has largely yielded mixed results: Some examinations have shown no correlation between such security measures and school safety while others have shown slightly positive or negative relationships between these measures and school safety. Anecdotes have similarly highlighted both the strengths and weaknesses of school security measures. However, security measures have affected perceptions of safety, generally making administrators (and parents) feel that their schools are safer while students are more likely to perceive their schools as less safe and more prone to disorder.
The Los Angeles School Police Department is the largest independent school police department in the United States. LASPD has 542 personnel serving LAUSD schools: 390 sworn officers and 110 school safety officers (SSOs), who are civilian non-armed LASPD employees. At least one sworn LASPD officer is present at every LAUSD high school, and most middle schools have a sworn LASPD officer or SSO present. Elementary schools are supported by patrolling officers who are responsible for an average of fifteen square miles per officer.

LASPD conceives its role as both security-based and supportive. To ensure school security, LASPD partners with the LAUSD Division of District Operations to promulgate safety bulletins and help schools develop integrated safe school plans. LASPD also provides trainings for school personnel, though not for students, on responding to incidents involving active gunfire. When a school initiates a lockdown, LASPD coordinates with the school’s Incident Commander and local police agencies to direct the response and course of action. In its supportive role, LASPD offers student mentorship programs, such as the Police Academy Magnet Program for students interested in police work as well as the Explorers Program for students interested in government studies. LASPD also partners with LAUSD’s School Health and Human Services Department to help execute threat assessments and implement restorative justice initiatives.
LAUSD requires all middle and high schools to conduct daily random searches of students and lockers with hand-held metal detector wands in order to detect and seize weapons brought to school unlawfully. Schools with over 1000 students enrolled must have four metal detector wands used daily while schools with less than 1000 students need only have two used daily.

Administrators, rather than LASPD officers, are tasked with carrying out these searches. LAUSD requires administrators to use an unbiased pattern for randomly selecting students and student lockers; administrators are prohibited from profiling students for searches based on gender, race, ethnicity, or other traits. Metal detector searches can also be carried out based on reasonable suspicion—for example, if administrators receive a tip about a specific student. Schools must keep a daily logbook of the metal detector searches they conduct.

When a student has been selected for a random metal detector search, two administrators (one male and one female) must accompany the student to a discreet search location out of view of other students. Selected students must bring all of their personal effects with them to the search location. Students’ effects will be physically searched to the degree necessary to verify that there are no weapons. The searching administrators will ask students to remove all metal objects from their person and use the metal detector wand to scan the student. Should administrators find any contraband, they must seize it, and the student could be subject to disciplinary proceedings.

LAUSD’s internal audits of its random metal detector search policy have not shown the policy to be effective in recovering weapons. A 2014 audit of middle and high schools found that 38% of schools did not have the required number of metal detector wands to carry out these daily searches, meaning they were conducting fewer searches than required by LAUSD. LAUSD’s data also showed that of the 385 knives and firearms confiscated at LAUSD schools in 2016-17, a metal detector wand was involved in only five confiscations. Instead of recovering weapons, 61% of items recovered through random searches were school supplies. Most often, weapons were recovered not through random searches, but when students came forward to present information to adults on campus. Though the random search policy has not recovered many weapons, LAUSD maintains that the policy has deterred students from bringing weapons to school.
LAUSD’s random search policy has been divisive. During its hearings, the Panel heard comments from some students, teachers, administrators, and parents urging an end to LAUSD’s random search policy; as of the publication of this Report, more than 150 members of the public have called for a halt to the policy. Some students, for example, commented that LAUSD’s handheld metal detector searches were dehumanizing and caused personal anxiety, breaking down trust between students and adults on campus. Some also commented that they would be less likely to share information with adults, reinforcing codes of silence. LAUSD’s surveys on the policy show only 43% of students feel that random searches make them safer at school; however, 78% of parents say that random searches make them feel that their children are safer at school. Additionally, at least one study of LAUSD’s search policy has suggested that searches are not entirely random, noting that LAUSD logs show that some administrators have searched students with particular criteria in mind. Some students told this Panel that they believe students of color have been disproportionately searched.

In response to concerns about its random metal detector search policy, LAUSD will start a pilot program in the fall of 2018 at a limited number of schools. The pilot will reduce the frequency of random searches from daily to ten days per month. The District will monitor: 1) The number of weapons recovered by random searches, 2) The number of weapons recovered through reasonable suspicion searches, 3) The number of weapons recovered by means other than administrative searches, and 4) Climate and culture shifts on pilot campuses. During this pilot program, LAUSD will also meet with community stakeholders to discuss alternatives to the random metal detector search policy.
OBSERVATION 5:

School infrastructure and design can prepare schools and protect students in an emergency.

In addition to implementing security procedures, schools can make infrastructure and design decisions that allow schools to prepare for and respond to emergency situations. The Department of Justice has recommended multiple infrastructural changes that can increase school safety. By streamlining points of entry and implementing entry-control procedures, schools can exercise greater control over who is present on campus. Additionally, when schools effectively use surveillance systems to monitor common areas—parking lots, points of entry, hallways, and outdoor spaces—such systems can deter crimes as well as preserve evidence if school administrators need to investigate an incident.

Schools can also use strategic design to increase safety at schools in ways that are aesthetically pleasing. For example, schools can incorporate glass walls and open space to maximize natural surveillance, so that students cannot engage in bullying or illicit activity unnoticed. Additionally, access to schools can be controlled naturally with a minimized need for fencing if school buildings are moved to the perimeter and community offices like parent centers are situated near the entrance or welcome area of a school.

SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE AND DESIGN AT LAUSD

In 2013, LAUSD issued updated school design guidelines and standards that would apply to 131 new schools and every school modernization project. The updated guidelines require that these schools restrict access points to campus and have systems in place for controlling who can enter a school. These schools must designate one main entry to campus, usually near the school’s administrative office. Aside from this main entry point, the exposed perimeter of the school must be surrounded by fencing from eight to sixteen feet tall. Main entries must also be able to lock-down in case of emergencies: LAUSD provides that double doors at building exteriors shall have a removable center jamb for easier locking. LAUSD also requires classrooms to have doors that can be locked internally as well as working two-way intercom and public address (PA) systems.

These updated guidelines do not apply retroactively to schools constructed before 2013, so LAUSD has not brought all K-12 schools up to these standards. As a result, over 200 campuses do not maintain a single point of entry; schools that are co-located with charter schools on the same campus are particularly vulnerable. Additionally, not all classroom doors have internal locking capabilities, though the District aims for all classroom doors to feature these capabilities as resources become available.
While LAUSD does not require schools to incorporate closed circuit television (CCTV) surveillance systems, the District provides that these systems may be used in “approved, designated areas of schools and school grounds where there is no expectation of privacy,” such as corridors, entrance areas, and parking lots. CCTV systems are currently in place at 300-400 schools. These CCTV systems have helped LAUSD deter and investigate crime at schools.

**OBSERVATION 6:**

*Even when students are safe at school, they encounter threats in surrounding neighborhoods, especially on their way to and from school.*

Students face threats to their safety not only on campus, but in neighborhoods surrounding schools as well. Multiple studies demonstrate a statistical link between the presence of schools—particularly high schools—and higher levels of neighborhood crime, including assaults, larcenies, and narcotics offenses. Scholars have posited that offenders may gravitate to neighborhoods surrounding schools because these areas present vulnerable student targets with a relative absence of supervision (given low teacher-to-student ratios and little parental presence). When students face threats in neighborhoods surrounding their school—especially threats on their passage to-and-from school—they may be more likely to bring a weapon to school for self-defense. Thus, increasing safety in neighborhoods surrounding schools can reduce the number of weapons brought on campus as well.

**COORDINATION BETWEEN AGENCIES TO INCREASE SAFETY IN AREAS SURROUNDING LAUSD SCHOOLS**

Multiple municipal agencies and nonprofits work throughout LAUSD to improve the safety in neighborhoods surrounding schools. The Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office Neighborhood School Safety Program (NSSP) works with individual school sites to coordinate city resources and improve the area in a one-block radius surrounding schools. NSSP begins its work by touring the school and surrounding neighborhood with the principal. Based on this tour, NSSP works with the principal to develop a tailored plan to improve the area around the school. NSSP will then coordinate with other city departments—such as the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), and LAPD—to introduce these improvements. NSSP has coordinated new area lighting for over 100 schools, helped plan traffic safety improvements for 50 schools, cleaned up waste from homeless encampments around schools, and in some cases coordinated vertical prosecution to address persistent crime. Of the 200 schools with which NSSP has worked, most partnerships came about through referrals from principals, city council members, and law enforcement.
While NSSP focuses on school safety in the one-block radius surrounding schools, other
programs seek to make students safer on their routes to and from school. Safe passages
programs aim to provide students with security on their way to and from school by positioning
adults along common routes to school to provide safety and guidance.60 These adults may be
professional security personnel or parent volunteers who perform a “neighborhood watch”
function.61 Areas with more criminal activity require safe passages programs with
professionals who are prepared to intervene and deescalate confrontations.62 Safe passages
programs in such areas have particularly benefited from incorporating representatives from
Los Angeles’s Gang Reduction & Youth Development (GRYD) into their patrols.63 GRYD
representatives can both deescalate conflicts involving gang members and connect gang
members to local resources.64 Safe passage programs, however, do not exist at most schools.

Students in Los Angeles not only confront threats of violence on their route to and from
school, but they also face threats generated by local traffic. Currently, the City of Los Angeles
ranks second in the nation for pedestrian fatalities, and people under 18 account for 20% of
fatal pedestrian incidents; traffic fatalities are the leading cause of death for children 5-14 in
Los Angeles.65 The Safe Routes to School program is a partnership between LAUSD and
LADOT that brings street improvements and traffic safety education to school communities.66
As part of this partnership, LADOT has examined traffic data on neighborhoods surrounding
the 800 LAUSD schools in Los Angeles to determine which neighborhoods feature the highest
pedestrian and bike collisions, highest density of students living in the neighborhood, and
highest low-income student population measured by enrollment in the free meals program.67
Currently, Safe Routes to School is prioritizing the top 50 schools with the greatest need for
traffic safety improvements: LADOT has already installed $23 million of street improvements
in nine schools and is completing engineering plans for the other 41 schools.68

While many different agencies are working on projects to improve safety in neighborhoods
surrounding schools, they are not all working in conjunction with each other or using the same
data to guide their efforts.69 In particular, crime data for neighborhoods surrounding schools is
not shared among agencies with an eye toward preventing violence; rather, this data is
primarily shared to react to threats of violence.70
BLUE RIBBON PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS

With these observations in mind, this Panel has made a number of recommendations—not only for LAUSD, but for a range of community stakeholders—that will enhance student safety throughout LAUSD.

Most of the recommendations below reflect the consensus of the Panel. In several instances, there was some disagreement among Panelists, with a recommendation that reflects the support of the Panel majority. This Report notes when a recommendation did not garner full consensus among Panelists. This Panel’s recommendations, organized by subject area, are set forth below.

OVERARCHING RECOMMENDATION:

**LAUSD should establish the high-level position of School Safety Director to oversee the development, integration, implementation, and evaluation of the various District initiatives related to school safety.**

The District needs a single, accountable leader to oversee, coordinate, and effectively integrate its many important school safety efforts.

Throughout its hearings, the Panel has observed that multiple departments within LAUSD make decisions and undertake projects that affect student safety. LAUSD’s Department of Student Health and Human Services coordinates a variety of programs, services, and trainings to meet students’ mental and emotional health needs. LASPD investigates threats to schools and enforces state and local law on campuses. LAUSD’s Division of District Operations implements security measures on campus. LAUSD’s Facilities Services Division ensures that school buildings are fortified to prevent and respond to emergencies. Additionally, multiple local agencies and community nonprofits work with LAUSD to provide additional mental health services, administer safe passages programs, and serve many other functions.

This Panel commends these efforts, as well as the imminent creation of a Safe Schools Task Force, which will gather stakeholders—including parents, students, teachers, administrators, staff, and law enforcement—to make further recommendations for improving school safety.⁷¹

However, this Panel has observed that while all these LAUSD departments and community partners are working individually to ensure school safety, they often operate in silos—missing opportunities to develop common goals and strategies and lacking an integrated approach for implementing and comprehensively evaluating these goals and strategies.
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ACCESS TO FIREARMS

Accordingly, this Panel recommends that LAUSD establish a Director of School Safety to lead the District to adopt and implement a broad, interdisciplinary approach to school safety. This Director of School Safety would set district-wide goals for campus safety; collaborate with various LAUSD departments to ensure that these departments work together to implement these goals; and evaluate outcomes and individual schools’ safety programs throughout the District. Additionally, this Director would coordinate partnerships with nonprofits, government agencies, and local businesses to implement a broad range of programs to increase student safety. By maintaining one office dedicated to school safety, LAUSD can ensure that student safety remains a high priority and that District departments and individual schools work together toward a positive vision of student safety.

UNLIKE THE FEDERAL COMMISSION FORMED TO EXAMINE SCHOOL SAFETY IN THE WAKE OF THE PARKLAND SHOOTING,
THIS PANEL ACKNOWLEDGES THAT MANY ACTS OF MASS VIOLENCE AT SCHOOLS CANNOT HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT WITHOUT ACCESS TO FIREARMS. THE PANEL NOTES THAT CALIFORNIA, IN GENERAL, AND LOS ANGELES, IN PARTICULAR, BENEFIT FROM GUN VIOLENCE PREVENTION LAWS THAT DO NOT EXIST IN MUCH OF THE UNITED STATES. STILL, FIREARM POSSESSION IS PREVALENT THROUGHOUT LOS ANGELES, A SERIOUS ISSUE GIVEN THAT MOST SCHOOL ATTACKERS GAINED ACCESS TO FIREARMS FROM THE HOME OF A PARENT OR RELATIVE. WITH THIS CONTEXT IN MIND, THE PANEL RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING:

- LAUSD, local law enforcement agencies, health agencies, and nonprofits like Women against Gun Violence and Moms Demand Action should collaborate to publicize adults’ duties under state and local law to safely store their firearms:
  - At the beginning of the school year, LAUSD should require parents to sign and return standardized documents (similar to required immunization forms) confirming that if there is a firearm in the home, it is safely stored according to state and local law. Not all members of the Panel concur with this recommendation, with at least one Panelist dissenting.
  - LAUSD should educate parents on their duties to safely store firearms by including information on safe storage laws in the LAUSD Student Handbook and on LAUSD’s website. Additionally, LAUSD should work with educational nonprofits like Women against Gun Violence and Moms Demand Action to provide safe storage trainings for parents.
  - Local law enforcement agencies and prosecutors should work together to publicize safe storage laws as well as the prosecution of those who violate safe storage laws.
  - Municipal and county health agencies should work with hospitals and pediatricians to discuss safe firearm storage as a children’s health issue and educate parents on their safe storage duties.
LAUSD, LAPD, the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, and nonprofit organizations should coordinate a PSA campaign in venues like movie theatres to further publicize safe storage laws.

- **Local law enforcement agencies should make sure that high-risk persons in neighborhoods surrounding schools do not have access to firearms:** LAPD and LASPD should collaborate to ensure that people who are prohibited from owning firearms and live in neighborhoods surrounding schools do not have access to firearms. LAPD and LASPD can use firearm tracing data and social network analysis to monitor high-risk individuals and ensure that they do not pose a threat to schools. Not all members of the Panel concur with this recommendation, with at least one Panelist dissenting.

- **Local prosecutors should provide education and training to LAUSD and LAPSD personnel on the use of gun violence restraining orders (GVROs) to address violent threats to schools:** California allows courts to temporarily dispossess individuals of their firearms if these individuals pose an immediate threat to others. Local prosecutors like the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office should provide trainings to LAUSD employees and LASPD personnel to help them identify situations where GVROs could be used to remove firearms from individuals threatening schools. The Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office and other prosecutorial agencies should also provide aid to LAUSD or LASPD when they are seeking a GVRO against a threatening individual.

- **State law should make failure to safely store a firearm a basis for prohibiting a person from owning a firearm in California:** California prohibits individuals convicted of a limited number of crimes from owning a firearm or ammunition. Violations of safe storage laws are not currently disqualifying crimes, though the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office has required dispossession of firearms as a condition of probation when prosecuting safe storage violations. LAUSD, the City of Los Angeles, or both, should sponsor state legislation to add safe storage violations to the list of disqualifying acts, so that adults who fail to safely store firearms in homes with children cannot possess firearms for at least a defined period of time. Not all members of the Panel concur with this recommendation, with at least one Panelist dissenting.
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH

Mental health is not only crucial to nearly every facet of a student’s life—it is crucial to student safety: Children traumatized by exposure to violence may be more prone than others to commit violence themselves; there is a correlation between suicidal ideation and violence to others; and isolated children may be more inclined than others to engage in aggressive or violent behavior.

As a result, this Panel recommends that LAUSD adopt several changes to elevate the importance of student mental health as well as engage multiple stakeholders in this effort. In addition to recommending several concrete changes, this Panel’s broad-based recommendation with regard to mental health is that LAUSD schools subscribe to one unifying philosophy with shared goals, baseline standards, and accountability measures. This Panel suggests the public health model as the unifying philosophy for these programs. With this context in mind, the Panel recommends the following:

- **LAUSD should increase the number of Psychiatric Social Workers assigned to schools with the ultimate goal of maintaining a full-time PSW on staff at every school:** LAUSD’s ratio of students to Psychiatric Social Workers far exceeds the nationally recommended ratio of 250 students for every PSW. Ideally, the District would require every school to employ at least one PSW. Realizing that this goal would require substantial new resources, the Panel suggests that LAUSD start by increasing the number of graduate students who work with schools as PSWs—though this will require additional credentialed personnel to provide supervision, such personnel can supervise multiple students. However, this provides only a temporary solution until more full-time professional PSWs can be hired at schools. The resources section of this Report addresses potential funding sources to employ full-time PSWs.

- **Los Angeles County, the cities within LAUSD, and LAUSD should deepen their collaboration on student mental health initiatives:** Already, the County and LAUSD partner to provide students with mental health services at several wellness centers throughout the district. This Panel recommends increased collaboration—especially between the County and LAUSD—on mental health initiatives. For example, the Panel has heard that LAUSD may be missing municipal funding opportunities because of the burden of multiple different paperwork and application systems for Los Angeles County and the nineteen cities within LAUSD. To solve this problem, municipal counsel should develop a joint Memorandum of Understanding between Los Angeles County, the cities within LAUSD, and LAUSD to create one application for municipal grants to fund mental health programs at LAUSD. To take another example, the County and LAUSD could pursue state legislation to fund mental health programs to benefit LAUSD students.

- **LAUSD should require that every school employee, including LASPD officers stationed at schools, receive regular training on trauma-informed care:** The Panel observed from public testimony that not all employees at LAUSD receive regular or consistent training on trauma-informed care, mental health, social emotional learning, and restorative justice best practices. Given the significant number of students who have experienced trauma as well as the science showing the potentially severe impact of that trauma on developing minds, the Panel recommends that LAUSD provides special trainings on these topics multiple times per year for every LAUSD teacher, administrator, employee, and staff member as well as every LASPD officer assigned to a school.
• LAUSD should require all schools to incorporate social-emotional learning as well as pro-social programs into their curricula for every grade pre-K through 12: Reviewing LAUSD’s internal audits, the Panel observed that social-emotional learning and pro-social curricula are not consistently integrated into every grade level and school. While the Division of Instruction has begun training kindergarten through third grade teachers on these instruction methods, the Panel recommends that social-emotional and pro-social education programs—that have been shown to be effective or are considered best practices—be incorporated in the curricula of every school throughout LAUSD at every grade level.

• LAUSD should take measures to ensure that every student has a meaningful connection with an adult on campus: The Panel learned that the Denver School District implements a practice where at least once per year at each school, all adult employees of the school meet to review the student roster to ensure that each student has a connection of trust with at least one adult on campus, whether a teacher, coach, or other employee. When a Denver school identifies a student without any such connections, the school employees move to rectify that so no student becomes isolated on campus. This Panel recommends that LAUSD consider adopting measures with similar goals, either using in person meetings or online surveys to identify which adults have meaningful connections with students on campus.

• LAUSD should reinstate peer counseling programs and require all schools to involve students in programming that promotes positive relationship building and mentoring: This Panel heard that LAUSD previously had a successful peer counseling program that empowered students to build positive relationships, reach out to peers at risk of becoming isolated on campus, and deescalate potentially violent interactions. This Panel recommends that LAUSD work with the Associated Student Body Presidents to implement student-led peer counseling programs at every LAUSD school, referring to the previous successful version of this program.

• LAUSD should provide online mental health and parenting modules for parents and guardians: The Panel observed that while LAUSD provides in-person parenting trainings, these trainings may be inaccessible to some parents, especially those with multiple job commitments. This Panel recommends that LAUSD develop online parenting and mental health modules so that parents who cannot attend in-person trainings can still learn best practices to help their children. Additionally, LAUSD should develop print-outs of these modules for students in homes without internet access.

• LAUSD should use data from its School Experience Surveys to identify school sites in most need of resources and work with individual schools to develop mental health action plans based on this data: Expert presenters to the Blue Ribbon Panel stated that LAUSD did not have data on student mental health that was tailored to individual school sites; rather, data collected through LAUSD’s School Experience Survey is aggregated to show district-wide trends. This Panel recommends that LAUSD use the school experience surveys not only to display aggregated data, but to isolate data by individual school sites as well. In addition to collecting individualized data at the district level, this Panel recommends giving individualized school data to each school principal and requiring school principals to include mental health action agendas as part of their safe school plans submitted to the District.
While each of the programs recommended above would help to improve student mental health and well-being on campus, these programs will not be effective if they are not executed uniformly. Though at a district level, SHHS promulgates its variety of programs as part of an overarching public health model, this overarching philosophy does not guide all 1100 K-12 schools. Without a unifying set of principles to guide mental, behavioral, and emotional health programs throughout LAUSD schools, the previously discussed recommendations will be realized unevenly. Thus, this Panel strongly recommends the following:

• **LAUSD should promote the public health model as the unifying philosophy for mental and emotional health programs in its 1100 schools:**

  The Panel recommends that LAUSD promulgate the public health model as an overarching philosophy for all mental health, trauma-informed, pro-social, school climate, and restorative justice initiatives in the 1100 K-12 schools in the District. The public health model emphasizes programming at three levels: 1. Universal school-wide programming to encourage a positive school climate, 2. Targeted programming for at risk populations, and 3. Intensive individualized counseling for students who are struggling. By reorienting all mental health programs under this unified model, LAUSD will ensure that the variety of services at schools throughout the District work in tandem toward consistent goals. A similar process should take place at each school site, identifying the programs, partnerships, and initiatives that the school has adopted at each of the three levels.

• **LAUSD should assess school programs affecting student mental health and wellness to ensure that they comport with a unified public health model:**

  Once LAUSD has adopted a unifying public health model throughout the District, SHHS will need to ensure that school programs—relating to school counseling services and best practices, trauma-informed care, social emotional learning, and restorative justice initiatives—work to advance this public health model rather than operate in isolation. To ensure that various school programs affecting mental health all work toward consistent goals, SHHS should develop baseline standards of values, principles, and results-based accountability measures for all school programs affecting student mental health and school climate. SHHS should regularly evaluate individual school programming, curricula, and trainings to ensure they comport with these baselines.
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING REPORTING AND INVESTIGATING THREATS

Because most school attackers reveal their plans to a third-party, it is crucial to encourage these parties to come forward with this information. Law enforcement authorities must also have the capability to fully investigate threats and monitor threatening individuals. With this context in mind, the Panel recommends the following:

• LASPD and LAUSD should consolidate their threat reporting efforts in one campaign with multiple mechanisms for reporting:
  Currently, LASPD advertises three hotlines to report threats against schools. This Panel observed that Colorado's Integrated Safe2Tell campaign has been particularly successful because it is a singular, visible platform for reporting school threats. This Panel recommends that LASPD and LAUSD consolidate threat reporting into one singular campaign with a visible brand. This singular campaign should allow for different mechanisms of reporting—a hotline, physical drop boxes, texting, and phone app—but should have a single name, slogan, and brand so that students associate reporting threats with this brand. The Panel also recommends that this threat reporting system field threats not only related to gun violence, but also related to suicidal ideation and bullying.

  Already, LASPD and LAUSD have taken steps to implement this recommendation from the Panel. LAUSD has submitted a federal grant application—currently pending—to fund the creation this integrated threat reporting platform.

• LASPD and LAUSD should enhance efforts like “See Something, Say Something” to encourage students to report threats to school safety:
  In the wake of recent school shootings, LAUSD and LASPD have been engaging in a “See Something, Say Something” campaign to reduce the stigma around reporting threats and encourage students to report threats to adult authorities. This Panel recommends that LAUSD and LASPD sustain the “See Something, Say Something” campaign with regular programming to change the narrative of reporting threats from “snitching” to “saving lives.”

• LASPD should collaborate with local law enforcement agencies to continue to monitor for a period of time individuals who have threatened an LAUSD school yet have since left the district:
  Even when individuals who have threatened schools have been expelled from LAUSD, these individuals can still harbor violent plans and pose a threat to their former school. This Panel recommends that LASPD work with other local law enforcement agencies through JRIC to monitor these individuals for a period of time after they have left LAUSD to ensure that these individuals will not return to attack their former schools.

• State legislation should establish criminal liability for making a threat to the school community even if no particular person is named:
  Under California law, criminal threats of violence are defined as threats directed at a specific individual or group of individuals. Law enforcement agencies have very little legal recourse against individuals who have made generalized threats directed at a location, such as a school. LAUSD, the City of Los Angeles, or both, should sponsor state legislation to impose criminal liability on individuals who make credible threats to a school, even if no specific individuals are named.
• State legislation should require that school employees report threats involving a firearm to law enforcement:
The Panel notes that institutional failure to report firearms threats has resulted in school violence. LAUSD, the City of Los Angeles, or both should sponsor a state legislative effort to require teachers and administrators who learn of violent threats to report these threats to law enforcement agencies.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SCHOOL SECURITY PROCEDURES

This Panel recognizes that even with the measures previously discussed, there remains a risk that weapons could be brought to school campuses and used for violence. Because of this risk, the Panel acknowledges certain security measures on campuses are necessary to ensure student safety. However, this Panel cautions that such security measures must be effective, respect students' rights and dignity, and not function counterproductively to school safety goals. With this context in mind, the Panel recommends the following:

• LASPD should continue to engage in regular, visible, relationship-building activities in schools where officers are stationed:
The Panel learned about the LASPD's extensive efforts to engage in mentoring programs and restorative justice initiatives, in collaboration with SHHS, on campuses throughout the District. But, the Panel also heard testimony from students who would like to have a more positive relationship with officers on campus. This Panel recommends that school-based LASPD officers emphasize ongoing relationship-building efforts and consider additional activities such as greeting students as they arrive for school and hosting regular coffee chats with parents.

• LAUSD should suspend its random handheld metal detector search policy while LAUSD undertakes a comprehensive, large-scale audit of the policy:
This is the recommendation that proved most controversial among Panelists, with at least two members dissenting from the proposal to suspend the policy. Those members believe the policy should continue. At least one panelist believes suspending the policy pending an audit is inadequate--and that the policy should permanently end now, without any further evaluation.

In hearings throughout the District and in subsequent public comments, this Panel has heard vigorous debate about LAUSD's policy of randomly searching students for weapons with handheld metal detectors. This Panel has heard some claim that LAUSD's random search policy was not random, but rather disproportionately affected students of color, and that the policy reduced the likelihood that students would feel comfortable reporting threats to adults. The Panel also learned this policy was not used in any other major school district comparable to LAUSD, and that very few weapons had been seized as a direct result of the policy. Indeed, the Panel noted that most weapons found on campus were discovered from means other than random metal detector searches, and that other major school districts do not execute such a policy. Citing one or more of these points, many public comments submitted to the Panel have urged an end to the policy.

But this Panel also received input from LAUSD representatives who emphasized that the policy was important to deter students from bringing weapons to campus, even if the policy did not detect weapons at a high rate. And the Panel observed that a majority of parents favors the random search policy.
LAUSD will implement a pilot program this fall at a limited number of schools that reduces the frequency of random metal detector searches from daily to 10 days per month while the District measures the success and popularity of the program at these schools.

The majority of this Panel believes that this pilot program does not go far enough. LAUSD’s random metal detector search policy seriously risks eroding student trust—and thus their willingness to report real threats to adults—at schools throughout the District. Yet, no comprehensive evidence justifies this risk; rather, LAUSD’s internal audits have shown the policy to be largely ineffective at recovering weapons.

Considering the negative consequences of the policy and the lack of evidence of its countervailing benefits, the majority of this Panel recommends that LAUSD suspend the random search policy pending the results of a large-scale audit of that policy. This audit should assess: 1. The policy’s effectiveness in recovering weapons as compared to other methods for recovering weapons at LAUSD, 2. The policy’s deterrent effect as measured through anonymous surveys, 3. The true randomness of this policy as it is implemented, 4. The policy’s effect on student trust as measured through anonymous surveys of not only students, but also teachers and administrators, 5. The favorability of this policy among students, parents, teachers, and administrators, 6. The use or non-use of random metal detector searches in districts comparable to LAUSD, and 7. The availability and potential value of alternative measures. After this audit is completed, the District should hold town hall meetings to share the data and discuss the future of the random search policy with the community.

• LASPD should work with LAUSD to develop age-appropriate, trauma-informed active gunfire response trainings or discussions for students:
Currently, LAUSD and LASPD do not hold active gunfire response trainings or drills for students because such drills may traumatize some students. This Panel heard testimony from students who asked to be trained for active gunfire situations as well as from an expert from the Parkland, Florida School District who spoke about offering active gunfire response trainings with trauma-informed debriefings afterward. This Panel recommends that LASPD and LAUSD collaborate to research and develop age-appropriate trainings or discussions for students on active gunfire situations. Any training or discussion should include a trauma-informed debriefing discussion afterward.
**RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE AND DESIGN**

This Panel recognizes that a school’s design can increase student safety by playing two crucial roles: 1. creating a positive school culture that engages rather than alienates students, and 2. securing students in an emergency. During its hearings, this Panel learned from LAUSD representatives that the District has comprehensive design guidelines to ensure student safety at newly built or modernized schools, but that not all of these guidelines have been met in most other schools. With this context in mind, the Panel recommends the following:

• **LAUSD should require all schools to comply with the following measures from the recently updated LAUSD Facilities Security and Safety Provisions: Design Guidelines and Standards Requirements:**

  Currently, LAUSD’s updated school design guidelines only apply to schools built or modernized after 2013. However, many of these requirements are crucial to ensuring student safety on campus. Thus, this Panel recommends that the following requirements from the 2013 LAUSD design guidelines apply to all K-12 schools. LAUSD should then work to ensure that individual schools meet these requirements.

  - **Ensure one single point of entry for every campus:** Ensuring a single point of entry to campus is crucial for preventing threatening persons from entering campus. Yet, the Panel has also heard that this practice is not in place at all schools, especially schools that are co-located with charter schools. This Panel recommends that LAUSD undertake efforts to ensure their single point of entry requirement is being met at all schools, including co-located schools.

  - **Ensure that all campuses maintain a check-in procedure for visitors at a single point of entry:** In addition to requiring that schools maintain a single point of entry to campus, all schools should implement a visitor sign-in policy. This Panel has heard that not every school has a visitor sign-in policy—especially where schools that are co-located with charter schools. This Panel recommends that LAUSD ensure that every school has a single point of entry, and that the visitor sign-in policy is being met, particularly at co-located schools. On campuses with multiple schools, this Panel recommends that the co-located schools closely coordinate to execute their visitor check-in procedures—maintaining a single, uniform procedure and sharing costs for implementing this procedure.

  - **Install interior locking devices in all LAUSD classrooms:** Currently, not all LAUSD classrooms could be locked from the inside. This means that to lock a classroom door in an emergency, a teacher might have to expose himself or herself to danger. This Panel recommends that LAUSD take immediate action to install indoor locking devices in all LAUSD classrooms.

  - **Ensure that every classroom has a working two-way intercom and phone system:** Not every classroom has a working two-way intercom and phone system to communicate with school administration. This Panel recommends that LAUSD work to ensure that all classrooms have a working two-way intercom and phone system and establish a special phone number or work order system for teachers to report dysfunctional systems.
**o Ensure that every school has a working public address (PA) system:** Not every school has a working PA system. This Panel recommends that LAUSD ensure that every school has a working PA system that reaches all classrooms and public spaces on campus.

**LAUSD should install closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems in unattended areas such as parking lots:**
Representatives from LAUSD told this Panel that CCTV systems had been installed in 300-400 schools. LAUSD has found CCTV to be most helpful in deterring crime and preserving evidence to investigate incidents after they occur. Thus, this Panel recommends installing CCTV in unattended areas such as parking lots and outside entrances where deterrence is necessary or where evidence of who enters and leaves a school building could be helpful. However, this Panel cautions against installing CCTV within school buildings where the systems can detract from school culture. Instead this Panel recommends equally effective deterrence measures like passive surveillance—creating open spaces where activity is in the open for all, including adults, to see.

**LAUSD should explore incorporating new fire alarm devices into schools:**
This Panel notes that multiple school shooters have pulled fire alarms in order to lure students out of secure locations. Thus, this Panel recommends that LAUSD explore new fire alarm systems that eliminate manual pull stations.

**When LAUSD designs a new school or remodels an existing school, LAUSD should use design to promote a sense of openness and inclusiveness:**
This Panel recognizes that it is important to balance infrastructure that promotes security with design that fosters a collaborative school culture. Design should be used to promote engagement with school, positive community building, and social and emotional growth. Pursuant to this goal, LAUSD should incorporate the following design strategies into its construction and maintenance of schools:

**o All schools should use entrances as an opportunity to welcome the community:** While a single point of entry is important to maintain school security, this entrance should also be welcoming and promote community at the school. This Panel recommends that each school entrance maintain a greeter rather than a buzzer system for visitors. This Panel also recommends that parent centers be situated near entrances to create a welcoming environment.

**o All schools should ensure that students have community spaces as well as spaces for private conversation:** This Panel heard testimony that not all schools had space for private student counseling. Noting the importance of space for students to collaborate outside of class as well as have private discussions, this Panel recommends that all schools designate community areas with rooms for student collaboration, restorative justice, counseling, and private or confidential conversations.

**o All schools should maximize community space and reduce the need for fencing or portables:** When LAUSD is building new schools, it can adopt design measures that accomplish security goals in aesthetically pleasing ways. For example, schools can reorient buildings near the perimeter of schools to reduce the need for fencing. This Panel recommends that schools are designed to maximize community areas, feature green space, and reduce the need for fencing and portables.
**All schools should be maintained to look well-kept and welcoming:** When schools are not maintained, this symbol of neglect can make them targets for vandalism or other threats. This Panel recommends that LAUSD undertake efforts to keep schools looking well-kept—for example, repainting beige school buildings with brighter colors like light blue—and to reduce isolated or unsupervised spaces.

- **LAUSD should collaborate with municipal departments to reorient schools as centers of their communities:**
  When schools are centers of their community, the community takes pride in maintaining schools and making them safer. This Panel commends LAUSD’s efforts to develop a comprehensive community school framework. This Panel further recommends that LAUSD work with municipal departments such as the Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation to keep libraries and athletic fields open during evenings and coordinate community programming in evenings or on weekends. The Panel recognizes that doing so may also require after-hours security.

**RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SCHOOL NEIGHBORHOOD SAFETY**

This Panel understands that school safety is directly affected by conditions in the surrounding neighborhood. For example, some students may bring weapons to school not to harm others, but to protect themselves on their route to and from school. With this context in mind, the Panel recommends the following:

- **The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, LAPD, LASPD, and local prosecutors should collaborate to share data about neighborhood crime around school sites to identify particularly at-risk schools and develop joint law enforcement strategies:**
  The Panel observed that while local law enforcement agencies share data and collaborate extensively to respond to threats involving schools, they do not consistently share data and collaborate with a focus on preventing violence in and around school sites. This Panel has recommended that local law enforcement agencies regularly share and jointly evaluate crime data for neighborhoods surrounding schools to identify school neighborhoods with high levels of criminal activity. Law enforcement agencies should then use this data to coordinate crime prevention and suppression strategies as well as work with local prosecutors to focus enforcement action.

  *Already, stakeholders from LASPD, LAPD, and the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office have met to discuss how to better share data and prioritize law enforcement in neighborhoods surrounding schools. These agencies now have a federal grant application pending to support these efforts.*

- **Safe passages programs should be brought to scale throughout LAUSD:**
  The Panel heard that students often bring weapons to school because they fear for their safety on the way to and from school. LAUSD, the County, and the nineteen cities within LAUSD should coordinate with nonprofits and local law enforcement to bring a comprehensive safe passage program to scale. Where appropriate, the District should involve local gang reduction units like GRYD. Additionally, cities and the County should collaborate with other stakeholders to designate certain community buildings—like fire stations, community centers, or places of worship—along routes to school as safe havens where students can seek shelter when they feel threatened.
• The Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office should work with other jurisdictions to dramatically expand the Neighborhood School Safety Program and bring it to scale throughout LAUSD:
The Neighborhood School Safety Program—administered out of the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office—has meaningfully improved safety in the areas surrounding 200 schools. The Panel recommends this program be brought to scale throughout LAUSD, including in cities outside Los Angeles.

• Los Angeles County and the cities within LAUSD should implement legislative changes to designate schools as “sensitive sites” that will be prioritized for municipal services:
The Panel heard from presenters that there may be delays in municipal services reaching schools. This Panel recommends municipal and county legislative changes that would designate schools as sensitive sites to be prioritized for municipal services such as removing unattended property or hazardous waste.

• Los Angeles County, the cities within LAUSD, and LADOT should collaborate to educate parents and community members about the dangers of vehicular traffic near schools:
Pedestrian traffic fatalities are the leading cause of death for children five through fourteen in Los Angeles. This Panel recommends that Los Angeles County and the cities within LAUSD collaborate with LADOT on its traffic safety education campaign for LAUSD parents. LAUSD, the City of Los Angeles, or both, should also seek state or local legislative changes that would enhance penalties for causing vehicular injuries in a school zone.
RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENTING THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

Some of the Panel’s recommendations would require few or no new resources to implement. Others would require significant funding at a time the District is confronting a fiscal crisis and facing competing demands for scarce dollars. There are, however, multiple potential funding sources for these proposals. Panelists are committed to working with the District to pursue the resources necessary to realize the Panel’s recommendations.

- **The business community**—including leading business associations, local businesses and Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)—should collaborate to develop a large-scale adopt-a-school program:
  The Panel recommends the Los Angeles business community work closely with LAUSD to coordinate a reinvigorated “adopt-a-school” program, where local businesses support safety, academic and beautification priorities at specific schools in their communities, as well as provide internships and apprenticeship opportunities for students. As part of this large-scale adopt a school program, businesses should seek to partner with other community-based organizations such as the Los Angeles Urban League and faith-based organizations.

- **The philanthropic community**—segments of which already are coordinating efforts to fund discrete District priorities—should provide funding for school safety projects:
  Significant philanthropic efforts are underway to assist the District with a wide range of objectives. The District should include an initiative to advance school safety within its philanthropic program.

- **LAUSD and its public partners should pursue government grants to support efforts to enhance school safety:**
  Federal and state grants could enhance LAUSD’s safety efforts. For example, as this report was being drafted, the federal government issued solicitations for nationwide grant programs to address local school safety issues. As a result of collaborations established through the Panel’s work with the District, the District is submitting an application to update its threat reporting system, and the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, LAPD, and the District are submitting an application to develop a coordinated approach that prioritizes school neighborhood safety.

  In addition, the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office recently received state grant funding to pursue a pilot project with the Children’s Institute and LAPD to address childhood trauma induced by gun violence, including therapy for neighborhood children and training on trauma-informed care at project-area schools for teachers, parents and administrators.
• LAUSD should pursue supplemental state funding to enhance school safety:
Other states—including Florida, where Parkland is located—have allocated significant funding specifically to advance school safety. Either on its own or in combination with other school districts, LAUSD should pursue assistance from the California Legislature for the following:

  o An appropriation for non-recurring costs associated with Panel recommendations such as:
    - Developing and implementing active gunfire response trainings;
    - Incorporating social-emotional learning in the K-12 curriculum;
    - Providing online modules for parents on student mental health and parenting;
    - Developing and implementing training for school employees on student mental health issues;
    - Training parents and school personnel on trauma-informed care; and
    - Educating parents on safe firearm storage.

  o An appropriation from non-Prop 98 funds for certain Panel recommendations with recurring costs—such as increasing the number of PSWs: With fierce competition for limited Prop 98 dollars, the District could explore partnerships with other levels of government to fund important Panel recommendations—on mental health, in particular. For example, the District could deepen its collaboration with the County to seek funding for mental health personnel such as PSWs to be deployed to school sites.

  o A legislative clarification that Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) funds may be used for school safety purposes at school sites with significant populations of English-language learners and low income students: LCFF funds could be an important resource to supplement the District’s school safety efforts.

• LAUSD should pursue an allocation of already-approved state bonds for capital improvements to enhance school safety:
State School Bond Modernization Funds could be devoted to capital improvements that advance school safety—including those recommended in this Report—such as expediting the district-wide creation of single points of entry to schools; wiring for two-way intercoms; and interior-locking classroom doors. Indeed, as of this writing, AB 3205 (O’Donnell) would require any district seeking modernization funds to install interior-locking doors in all classrooms. As the District continues to plan and submit proposals for these funds, it should prioritize projects geared toward satisfying its 2013 school safety standards.

• LAUSD should advocate for school safety provisions (such as those recommended in the Panel’s School Design and Infrastructure proposals) to be included in a potential 2020 school bond measure:
State leaders currently are considering a school bond measure for the 2020 state ballot. LAUSD should weigh in with strong support for including school safety priorities in that bond measure, enabling the District to draw down such funds in the future.
• Municipal agencies should collaborate with LAUSD to find local sources of funding to implement school safety initiatives:
In addition to state funding opportunities, there are potential sources of funding available at the local level. By working as partners, municipal agencies can combine resources and draw on existing sources of funds to accomplish shared goals. For example, the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office Neighborhood School Safety Program, in conjunction with LADWP, has installed lights in 130 schools at no cost to schools, instead using LADWP’s existing funds for the project.176

• LAUSD should include the Panel’s key recommendations on school safety measures in any proposal for a parcel tax or other voter-approved funding:
The District has begun important discussions about the possibility of seeking voter approval for a parcel tax or similar approach that would provide LAUSD with ongoing supplement resources. The Panel strongly recommends the District include funding for sustainable school safety proposals contained in this Report in any such ballot measure.
CONCLUSION

The Parkland school shooting underscores that nothing is more important than keeping our children safe from harm. No student should go to school fearing for his or her life. This Blue Ribbon Panel has sought to involve stakeholders throughout the Los Angeles community in meaningful discussions about how we all can prioritize and promote student safety. After speaking with LAUSD, experts, and members of the public, this Panel has put forth recommendations that can meaningfully improve student safety and well-being. Panel members will work diligently to realize these recommendations in partnership with stakeholders in the Los Angeles community. Everyone must play a role in keeping our students safe.

Representing the students’ perspectives, Blue Ribbon Panelists Ben Holtzman and Julia Macias.
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COMMUNITY HEARINGS

Meeting #1: Overview of the Blue Ribbon Panel and of School Safety Initiatives Already Utilized by LAUSD
Saturday, April 8 at Hollywood High School
with LAUSD Board Member Nick Melvoin

Presenters:
• Vivian Ekchian: LAUSD Deputy Superintendent
• Steve Zipperman: Chief of the Los Angeles School Police Department

Meeting #2: Isolated Children: School Mental Health Resources, Anti-Bullying Initiatives and Restorative Justice
Saturday, April 28 at Narbonne High School
with LAUSD Board Member Dr. Richard Vladovic

Presenters:
• Pia Escudero: LAUSD Director of School Mental Health
• Dr. Judy Chiasson: LAUSD Coordinator, Human Relations, Diversity & Equity
• Deborah Brandy: LAUSD Director of Restorative Justice Unit
• Dr. Ron Avi Astor: Professor at the USC Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work

Meeting #3: Effects of Children’s Exposure to Violence Off-Campus: Violence in the Home and Community
Sunday, April 29 at Holman United Methodist Church
with LAUSD Board Member Dr. George J. McKenna III

Presenters:
• Professor Robert Hernandez: Adjunct Assistant Professor at the USC Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work
• Marisa Faynsod: Clinical Supervisor at the Children’s Institute
• Pia Escudero: LAUSD Director of School Mental Health

Meeting #4: Keeping Students Safe from Threats Surrounding Schools
Sunday, May 6 at the Marvin Braude San Fernando Valley Constituent Service Center
with LAUSD Board Member Kelly Gonez

Presenters:
• Jacquelyn Lawson: Deputy City Attorney at the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, Neighborhood School Safety Program
• Sharee Sanders Gordon: Deputy City Attorney at the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, Neighborhood School Safety Program
• Gilberto Espinoza: Senior Associate at the Urban Peace Institute
• Margot Ocañas: Program Coordinator of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation’s Safe Routes to School initiative
• Jose Santome: Deputy Chief at the Los Angeles School Police Department
Meeting #5: Preventing Access to Guns and Investigating Threats of Violence  
Saturday, May 12 at Valley Academy of Arts and Sciences  
with LAUSD Board Member Scott Mark Schmerelson

Presenters:
• Lisa Wobbe-Veit: Clinical Associate Professor at the USC Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work  
• Greg Dorfman: Deputy City Attorney at the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, Gang and Gun Prosecution Section  
• Hollye Dexter: Consultant for Women Against Gun Violence  
• Paige Selby: Moms Demand Action  
• Richard Webb: Retired Police Officer  
• Jose Santome: Deputy Chief at the Los Angeles School Police Department

Meeting #6: Making School Campuses Safer through Preventative and Responsive Safety Procedures  
Saturday, June 2 at Sotomayor Learning Academies

Presenters:
• Dr. Darneika Watson-Davis: LAUSD Executive Director of District Operations  
• Erik Rosoff: Independent Security Consultant  
• Amir Whitaker: Staff Attorney at the American Civil Liberties Union  
• Dr. Jessica Cobb: Researcher at UCLA  
• Students Deserve: Coalition of students advocating for equity in Los Angeles schools

Meeting #7: Making School Campuses Safer through Design and Infrastructure  
Sunday, June 3 at Felicitas & Gonzalo Mendez High School  
with LAUSD Board President Mónica García

Presenters:
• Mark Hovatter: LAUSD Chief Facilities Executive  
• Michael Pinto: Principal at NAC Architecture  
• Tom Duffy: Lobbyist for the Coalition for Adequate Student Housing
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